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New on SSRN
Christopher M. Bruner, Center-Left Politics and Corporate Governance: What Is the
'Progressive' Agenda?
Mark Drumbl, The Kapo on Film: Tragic Perpetrators and Imperfect Victims
Jill Fraley, The Meaning of Dispossession
Margaret Hu, Biometric Cyberintelligence and the Posse Comitatus Act
Russell A. Miller, A Pantomime of Privacy: Terror and Investigative Powers in
German Constitutional Law
Kish Parella, Reputational Regulation
Victoria S. Sahani, Governing Third-Party Funders
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Nora V. Demleitner, Implementing
Change in Sentencing and
Corrections: The Need for Broad-
Based Research, 28 Fed. Sent’g Rep.
303 (2016).
Joshua A.T. Fairfield, Appetite for
Destruction: Symbolic and
Structural Facets of the Right to
Destroy Digital Property, 74 Wash.
& Lee L. Rev. 539 (2017).
Timothy C. MacDonnell, The
Rhetoric of the Fourth Amendment:
Toward a More Persuasive Fourth
Amendment, 73 Wash. & Lee L.
Rev. 1869 (2016).
Russell A. Miller (ed.), Privacy and
Power: A Transatlantic Dialogue in
the Shadow of the NSA-Affair,
Cambridge U. Press (2017).
Doug Rendleman, Commercial
Bribery: Choice and Measurement
Within a Remedies Smorgasbord,
74 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 369 (2017).
Victoria S. Sahani, Reshaping
Third-Party Funding, 91 Tul. L. Rev.
405 (2017).
David K. Millon, Piercing the
Corporate Veil, Financial
Responsibility, and the Limits of
Limited Liability, 56 Emory L.J. 1305
(2007).
479 downloads! 
Joshua A.T. Fairfield, Smart
Contracts, Bitcoin Bots, and
Consumer Protection, 71 Wash. &
Lee L. Rev. Online 36 (2014). 
477 downloads! 
Johanna E. Bond, CEDAW in Sub-
Saharan Africa: Lessons in
Implementation, 2014 Mich. St. L.
Rev. 241 (2014). 
376 downloads!
16,416 downloads of all faculty scholarship
from October 2016 to April 2017
Scholarly Opportunities and Events
Online Conference/Call for Papers: Public Law and Economics: Economic
Regulation and Competition Policies, World Economics Association, May 15-
June 30, 2017 
Symposium: Patent Law and Progress, University of Houston Law Center
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Institute for Intellectual Property & Information Law, June 3, 2017 
Conference/Call for Papers: Vizualizing Justice, John Jay College of Criminal
Justice, Oct. 27-28, 2017 
Call for Papers: 8th Annual Constitutional Law Colloquium, Loyola University
Chicago School of Law, Nov. 3-4, 2017 
Call for Papers: Business and Human Rights Journal Special Thematic Issues,
Cambridge University Press
For Your Reference
The Library offers a growing series of research and reference guides authored
and updated by our librarians for faculty and students. We provide a variety of
guides to researching specific areas of law, and can also create custom guides on
request for individual classes or specialized topics. The full list of our current
guides is at http://libguides.wlu.edu/law. Recent popular guides include:
Ruth Bader Ginsburg: A Reading List
Lawyers Without Rights: Jewish Lawyers in Germany Under the Third
Reich
Law School Learning Outcomes and Assessment
 We welcome your suggestions for additional guides!
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